This paper is devoted to the relationships and properties of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence. The main contents can be divided into three closely related parts. Firstly, on the class of upper semi-continuous fuzzy sets with bounded α-cuts, we find that an endograph metric convergent sequence is exactly a Γ-convergent sequence satisfying the condition that the union of α-cuts of all its elements is a bounded set in R m for each α > 0. Secondly, based on investigations of level characterizations of fuzzy sets themselves, we present level characterizations (level decomposition properties) of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence. It is worth mentioning that, using the condition and the level characterizations given above, we discover the fact: the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence are compatible on a large class of general fuzzy sets which do not have any assumptions of normality, convexity or star-shapedness. Its subsets include common particular fuzzy sets such as fuzzy numbers (compact and noncompact), fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact), and general fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact). Thirdly, on the basis of the conclusions presented above, we study various subspaces of the space of upper semi-continuous fuzzy sets with bounded α-cuts equipped with the endograph metric. We present characterizations of total boundedness, relative compactness and compactness in these fuzzy set spaces and clarify relationships among these fuzzy set spaces. It is pointed out that the fuzzy set spaces of noncompact type are exactly the completions of their compact counterparts under the endograph metric. 
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Basic notions
Let N be the set of all natural numbers, Q be the set of all rational numbers, R m be the m-dimensional Euclidean space, K(R m ) be the set of all nonempty compact sets in R m , K C (R m ) be the set of all nonempty compact convex sets in R m and C(R m ) be the set of all nonempty closed sets in R m . A set K ∈ K(R m ) is said to be star-shaped relative to a point x ∈ K if for each y ∈ K, the line xy joining x to y is contained in K. The kernel ker K of K is the set of all points x ∈ K such that xy ⊂ K for each y ∈ K. The symbol K S (R m ) is used to denote all the star-shaped sets in R m . Obviously, K C (R m ) K S (R m ). It can be checked that ker K ∈ K C (R m ) for all K ∈ K S (R m ). A fuzzy set u on R m is in fact a function u from R m to [0, 1] . The symbol F (R m ) is used to represent all fuzzy sets on R m (see [8, 44] for details). 2 R m := {S : S ⊆ R m } can be embedded in F (R m ), as any S ⊂ R m can be seen as its characterization function, i.e. the fuzzy set S(x) = 1, x ∈ S, 0, x / ∈ S.
Specially, ∅ m represents the fuzzy set on R m which is defined by ∅ m (x) ≡ 0 for any x ∈ R m . For simplicity, we denote ∅ m by ∅ if there is no confusion. For u ∈ F (R m ), let {u > α} denote the strong α-cut of u, i.e. {u > α} = {x ∈ R m : u(x) > α}, and let [u] α denote the α-cut of u, i.e.
[u] α = {x ∈ R m : u(x) ≥ α}, α ∈ (0, 1], supp u = {u > 0}, α = 0.
For u ∈ F (R m ), we suppose that (i) u is upper semi-continuous; (ii) u is normal: there exists at least one x 0 ∈ R m with u(x 0 ) = 1; (iii-1) u is fuzzy convex: u(λx + (1 − λ)y) ≥ min{u(x), u(y)} for x, y ∈ R m and λ ∈ [0, 1]; (iii-2) u is fuzzy star-shaped, i.e., there exists x ∈ R m such that u is fuzzy star-shaped with respect to x, namely, u(λy + (1 − λ)x) ≥ u(y) for all y ∈ R • We use the symbol F U SC (R m ) to denote the set of all fuzzy sets u on R m with u satisfying (i).
• We use the symbol F U SCG (R m ) to denote the set of all fuzzy sets u on R m with u satisfying (i) and (iv-2).
• We use the symbol F U SCB (R m ) to denote the set of all fuzzy sets u on R m with u satisfying (i) and (iv-1).
• We use the symbol F U SCGCON (R m ) to denote the set of all fuzzy sets u on R m with u satisfying (i), (iii-4) and (iv-2). So u ∈ F U SCGCON (R m ) if and only if u ∈ F U SCG (R m ) and each cut-set of u is a connected set in R m .
It's easy to see that F U SCGCON (R m ), F U SCB F U SCG (R m ) F U SC (R m ). F U SC (R m ), F U SCG (R m ) and F U SCB (R m ) are said to be general fuzzy sets. The other types of fuzzy sets mentioned in this paper are called particular fuzzy sets. The α-cuts of general fuzzy sets have no assumptions of normality, convexity, starshapedness or even connectedness.
Here we list several common subsets [8, 9, 35, 44] of F U SCGCON (R m ).
• If u satisfies (i), (ii), (iii-1) and (iv-1), then u is a (compact) fuzzy number. The set of all fuzzy numbers is denoted by E m .
• If u satisfies (i), (ii), (iii-2) and (iv-1), then u is a (compact) fuzzy starshaped number. The set of all fuzzy star-shaped numbers is denoted by S m .
• If u satisfies (i), (ii), (iii-3) and (iv-1), then u is a (compact) general fuzzy star-shaped number. The set of all general fuzzy star-shaped numbers is denoted by S m .
Fuzzy number has been exhaustively studied in both theory and applications [8, 23, [39] [40] [41] 44] . R m can be embedded in E m , as any r ∈ R m can be viewed as the fuzzy number r(x) = 1, x = r, 0, x = r. Noncompact counterparts of the three types of compact fuzzy sets mentioned above are listed below.
• If u satisfies (i), (ii), (iii-1) and (iv-2), then u is a noncompact fuzzy number. The set of all noncompact fuzzy numbers is denoted by E m nc .
• If u satisfies (i), (ii), (iii-2) and (iv-2), then u is a noncompact fuzzy star-shaped number. The set of all noncompact fuzzy star-shaped numbers is denoted by S . A kind of noncompact fuzzy set may be obtained using the weaker assumption (iv-2) instead of (iv-1) on the corresponding kind of compact fuzzy set. Therefore the latter is a subset of the former. We can see that F U SCG (R m ) is the noncompact counterpart of F U SCB (R m ). Most of the metrics or topologies on fuzzy set are based on the Hausdorff metric or the Kuratowski convergence.
The well-known Hausdorff metric H on C(R m ) is defined by:
H(U, V ) = max{H * (U, V ), H * (V, U )} for arbitrary U, V ∈ K(R m ), where
The Hausdorff metric can be extended to a metric on C(R m ) ∪ {∅} with
Let (X, d) be a metric space. We say that a sequence of sets {C n } Kuratowski converges to C ⊆ X, if C = lim inf n→∞ C n = lim sup n→∞ C n , where lim inf n→∞ C n = {x ∈ X : x = lim n→∞ x n , x n ∈ C n }, lim sup n→∞ C n = {x ∈ X : x = lim j→∞ x n j , x n j ∈ C n j } = ∞ n=1 m≥n C m .
In this case, we'll write C = lim n→∞ C n (Kuratowski) or C = lim n→∞ C n (K) for simplicity.
The Fell topology τ f was introduced by Fell [13] . It is known that the Fell topology τ f is compatible with the Kuratowski convergence on C(R m ) ∪ {∅}. In general, the Fell topology convergence is weaker than the Hausdorff metric convergence.
Given a fuzzy set u on R m , define end u := {(x, t) ∈ R m × [0, 1] : u(x) ≥ t}.
end u is called the endograph of u, which is also called the hypograph of u in many references. A fuzzy set can be identified with its endograph. Given [28] for details). Kloeden [27] introduced the endograph metric H end on upper semicontinuous fuzzy sets, which is defined by
. Rojas-Medar and Román-Flores [36] introduced the Γ-convergence on upper semi-continuous fuzzy sets:
Let u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., be fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ). Then u n Γ-converges
We can see that the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ) are in fact Hausdorff metric and Fell topology convergence (Kuratowski convergence) equipped on the set of endographs of fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ), respectively.
Diamond and Kloeden [8] introduced an L p -type metric: the d p metric (1 ≤ p < ∞) which is defined by
Introduction
Kloeden [27] introduced the endograph metric H end on fuzzy sets. RojasMedar and Román-Flores [36] introduced the Γ-convergence on fuzzy sets. These two convergence structures are based on Hausdorff metric and Fell topology convergence (Kuratowski convergence), respectively. The Hausdorff metric and the Fell topology have been exhaustively studied [31, 33, 42, 47] . In recent years, studies involve the endograph metric H end and the Γ-convergence have received considerable attention from points of view of theory and applications [5, 11, 14, 18, 27-29, 34, 36, 46] . However, research on these two convergence structures is not much. In this paper, we find that these two kinds of convergence structures on F U SC (R m ) have deep links and discuss their properties. This paper has three closely related themes.
The work of Wang and Wei [42] indicated that the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ) is metrizable. On the other hand, it is easy to check that the Γ-convergence is weaker than the endograph metric convergence on F U SC (R m ). However, Huang and Wu [18] found the interesting fact that the Γ-convergence is equivalent to the endograph metric convergence on E 1 , the set of onedimensional compact fuzzy numbers. Since the endograph metric is intuitive and is increasingly used in fuzzy systems [5, 27, 28] , it is worthwhile to consider the following questions: the relation of these two types of convergence; on what kinds of fuzzy sets these two types of convergence are equivalent; whether these two types of convergence can be equivalent on common fuzzy sets. This is the first theme of this paper.
The study of level characterizations of convergence structures on fuzzy sets is basic and important and can help us to see the original convergence structures more deeply and clearly. Rojas-Medar and Román-Flores have pointed out a level characterization of Γ-convergence on fuzzy numbers (Proposition 3.5 in [36] ). Based on this, Huang and Wu [18] have realized and proven that the Γ-convergence (endograph metric convergence, resp.) can be decomposed to the Fell topology convergence (Hausdorff metric convergence, resp.) on some α-cuts. At the same time and independently, Fan [12] also obtained the same level characterizations (level decomposition properties) of the endograph metric. These level characterizations were used to discuss the relationships among level convergence, d p convergence and Γ-convergence [12, 18] . The level characterizations in [12, 18] are given in the setting of one-dimensional noncompact fuzzy numbers. Trutschnig [38] have proven an important fact that the platform points of u is countable when u ∈ E m nc . Use this fact and proceed according to [18] or [12] , it follows that these level characterizations are still true in the settings of m-dimensional fuzzy numbers. However, in theory and applications [1, 6, 9, 28] , fuzzy set classes much larger than fuzzy numbers are often used, such as fuzzy starshaped numbers, upper semi-continuous fuzzy sets, etc. Hence it is natural and important to consider the problem whether these level characterizations still hold on larger fuzzy set classes, for instance, general fuzzy sets whose α-cuts may not have assumptions of normality, convexity, starshapedness or even connectedness. The study of this problem will provide a more clear understanding of the level characterizations in the setting of fuzzy numbers given in previous works. This problem involves level structural characteristics of fuzzy sets themselves including the number of platform points of a general fuzzy set, the Fell topology continuity and the endograph metric continuity of the cut-set functions of general fuzzy sets. This is the second theme of this paper.
Compactness is one of the central concepts in topology and analysis (see [25] ). Characterizations of compactness are useful in theoretical research and practical applications [4, 17, 19, 20, 22, 28, 41, 48] . Many researches are devoted to characterizations of compactness in a variety of fuzzy set spaces endowed with different topologies [8, 10, 15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 30, 37, 38, 45, 49] . In recent years, the endograph metric has attracted more and more attention. For instance, Kloeden and Lorenz [28] have established a Peano theorem for fuzzy differential equations based on the use of endograph metric. Kupka [29] gave an approximation procedure for Zadeh's extension of a continuous map in the sense of endograph metric. These works indicate that the endograph metric has significant advantages in many situations. So it is needed in both theory and applications to present characterizations of compactness for various kinds of fuzzy set spaces endowed with the endograph metric and consider relations of these fuzzy set spaces. This is the third theme of this paper.
These three themes are, in fact, interrelation. The investigations of these themes are carried out alternately and the relationships of these themes are summarized in the last section.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Sections 2 and 3, we introduce and discuss Hausdorff metric, Fell topology, Kuratowski convergence and fuzzy sets. In Section 4, we investigate the relationship between the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence on F U SCG (R m ). In Section 5, we study level structural characteristics of fuzzy sets themselves. Then, in Section 6, we present level characterizations of the Γ-convergence and that of the endograph metric convergence. As an application, we discuss the relationships among d p metric, endograph metric and Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). Based on results given above, in Sections 7 and 8, we give characterizations of relative compactness, total boundedness, and compactness in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) and (F U SCB (R m ), H end ). It is shown that the former is the completion of the latter. In Section 9, we reconsider the level characterizations given in Section 6 when restricted to F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅ and when restricted to common fuzzy sets mentioned here, respectively. It is found that the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence are equivalent on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅, which includes any common fuzzy set mentioned here. By using these conclusions, we revisit the results in previous works. Then, we clarify the relationships among various subspaces of (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). Finally, we give characterizations of relative compactness, total boundedness, and compactness in these subspaces. At last, we draw our conclusions in Section 10.
Hausdorff metric, Fell topology and Kuratowski convergence
Hausdorff metric, Fell topology and Kuratowski convergence are used widely and have been exhaustively studied. All of these three structures can be equipped on C(R m ) ∪ {∅}. The Fell topology τ f was introduced by Fell [13] . It is also known as Htopology, hit-or-miss topology, Choquet-Matheron topology, or weak Vietoris topology [42] .
The Fell topology τ f on C(R m )∪{∅} is metrizable. The Fell topology τ f is compatible with the Kuratowski convergence on C(R m )∪{∅}. In general, the Fell topology convergence is weaker than the Hausdorff metric convergence. The readers can see [31, 33, 38, 42] 
On the other hand, if
The following two known propositions reveal the relation of the Hausdorff metric convergence and the Kuratowski convergence. The readers can see [14] for details 1 .
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that C, C n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are nonempty compact sets in R m . Then H(C n , C) → 0 as n → ∞ implies that C = lim n→∞ C n (K).
Proposition 2.5. Suppose that C, C n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are nonempty compact sets in R m and that C n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are connected sets.
We need the following conclusions, which will be used in the sequel of this paper.
Lemma 2.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space, and C n , n = 1, 2, . . ., be a sequence of sets in X. Suppose that x ∈ X. Then (i) x ∈ lim inf n→∞ C n if and only if lim n→∞ d(x, C n ) = 0, (ii) x ∈ lim sup n→∞ C n if and only if there is a subsequence
Proof. The desired results follow from the definitions of lim inf n→∞ C n and lim sup n→∞ C n . Theorem 2.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space, and C n , n = 1, 2, . . ., be a sequence of sets in X. Then lim inf n→∞ C n and lim sup n→∞ C n are closed sets.
Proof. We only show lim inf n→∞ C n is a closed set. The closedness of lim sup n→∞ C n can be proved in a similar manner.
Denote C := lim inf n→∞ C n . If C = ∅, then, obviously, C is a closed set. If C = ∅. Suppose that x ∈ C, then there exists x n ∈ C, n = 1, 2, . . ., such that x = lim n→∞ x n . So for each ε > 0, we can find a x k such that
for all n ≥ N . From the arbitrariness of ε > 0 and Lemma 2.1, we know x ∈ C.
Proof. This is Theorem 2.1 in [24] .
Proof. This is Corollary 2.1 in [24] .
Remark 2.1. We do not know whether Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and Corollary 2.1 are known conclusions, so we give our proofs at here or in [24] .
3. Fuzzy set spaces
is the most often used kind of fuzzy sets in theory and applications. For different practical needs, people present various types of common fuzzy sets on R m by attaching some additional assumptions of normality, fuzzy convexity, fuzzy star-shapedness and so on. Common fuzzy sets include fuzzy numbers (compact and noncompact), fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact), and general fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact). All of the common fuzzy sets mentioned above are subsets of F U SCGCON (R m ). The following representation theorem is used widely in the theory and applications of fuzzy numbers.
Moreover, if the family of sets {v α :
Similarly, we can obtain representation theorems for
Moreover, if the family of sets {v α : [8, 35] ). Then, from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2, u ∈ S m nc if and only if ker u = ∅.
In this paper, we discuss the relationships and properties of the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). These two convergence structures can be induced from metrics on F U SC (R m ). In fact, since end u ∈ C(R m+1 ) for each u ∈ F U SC (R m ), then from the conclusions of Kuratowski convergence listed in Section 2, it follows immediately that the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ) is metrizable.
The relationship between endograph metric convergence and Γ-convergence on fuzzy sets
We [18] found the interesting fact that the Γ-convergence and the endograph metric convergence coincide on E 1 .
Proposition 4.1. (Remark 1.3 and its proof in Huang and Wu [18] 
In this section, first we show that the endograph metric convergence is stronger than the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). Then it is proved that an endograph metric convergent sequence in F U SCG (R m ) is exactly a Γ-convergent sequence satisfying the condition that the union of α-cuts of all its elements is a bounded set in R m for each α > 0. As a consequence, we deduce that a Hausdorff metric convergent sequence in K(R m ) ∪ {∅} is exactly a Fell topology convergent (Kuratowski convergent) sequence with the union of all its elements being a bounded set in R m . In Section 9, we will show that the Γ-convergence and the endograph metric convergence coincide on
It then follows from the closedness of C that x ∈ C. So we know lim sup
On the other hand, given
Combined with (1) and (2), we know that
Remark 4.1. From the basic facts about the Fell topology, the Kuratowski convergence and the Hausdorff metric stated in Section 0, the statement expressed in Theorem 4.1 is a known conclusion. Here we give the proof for the self-containing of this paper. One of the referees also kindly reminded us to pay attention to references [2, 31, 43] and pointed out that Theorem 4.1 can be deduced from results in [2, 43] . However we are not able to obtain references [2, 31, 43] .
Proof. Note that end u, end u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are closed sets in R m+1 , hence the desired result follows from Theorem 4.1.
. ., defined as follows:
Then we can see u n Γ −→ u. We can also check that H end (u n , u) ≥ 1, and hence H end (u n , u) → 0.
Combined with Theorem 4.2 and Example 4.1, we know that the endograph metric convergence is stronger than the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). For reading and writing convenience, we use the symbol end ε u to denote the set end u ∩ {(y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m+1 ) : y i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, . . . , m + 1, y m+1 ≥ ε}, where u is a fuzzy set on R m .
Proof. Suppose that u n Γ −→ u, i.e. end u = lim n→∞ end u n (K). We proceed by contradiction to show H(end u n , end u) → 0 as n → ∞. Note that end u = ∅ and end
Hence there is a sequence {z n i } satisfying that z n i ∈ end u n i and
Note that z n i ∈ end ε 0 u n i , and that
is a bounded set. Thus we know that {z n i } has a convergent subsequence {z
This is in contradiction with (3).
If H * (end u, end u n ) → 0, then there exists ε 1 > 0 and {x
Notice that {x n i } ∈ end ε 1 u and that end ε 1 u is compact. Therefore {x n i } has a convergent subsequence. With no loss of generality, we may suppose that {x n i } converges. Thus
So there exists an M such that for all
This means that x 0 / ∈ lim inf n→∞ end u n , which contradicts the fact that end u = lim inf n→∞ end u n .
Proof. Note that {u n , n = 1, 2, . . .} is a totally bounded set in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). By proceeding according to the necessity part of Theorem 7.3, we can obtain the desired result.
The following theorem gives the relationship of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence on F U SCG (R m ), which improves Theorem 4.3.
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 and Lemma 4.1.
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 4.4.
As a consequence of the results given above, we discuss the relationship of the Hausdorff metric convergence and Fell topology convergence (Kuratowski convergence) on K(R m ) ∪ {∅}.
Lemma 4.2. Let D, G, and D n , n = 1, 2, . . ., be sets in C(R m ) ∪ {∅}. Then D, G, and D n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ), and
Proof. The conclusions are easy to be checked.
Proof. The desired result follows from Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.2.
Otherwise lim inf n→∞ D n = ∅, which contradicts D = ∅.
Otherwise there exists a strictly increasing sequence {n j :
. .} has a cluster point x 0 . Thus
This contradicts D = ∅. So (4) holds. This implies that H(D n , D) → 0 as n → ∞.
Level characterizations of fuzzy sets
Level characterizations are important properties of fuzzy sets, which help us to see fuzzy sets more clearly. Propositions 3.1, a widely used fuzzy numbers representation theorem, characterizes level cut-sets of fuzzy numbers. In this section, we investigate level characterizations of fuzzy sets. We show that D(u) (defined in Theorem 5.1) is at most countable for each fuzzy set u on R m . From this fact, it follows that the platform point (introduced below) of u is at most countable when u ∈ F U SC (R m ). By using this result, we discuss Fell topology continuity and endograph metric continuity of the cut-set functions of fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ) and F U SCG (R m ), respectively. These conclusions are basis of the results in subsequent sections.
Suppose that u is a upper semi-continuous fuzzy set on R m . A number α in (0,1) is called a platform point of u if {u > α}
[u] α . The set of all platform points of u is denoted by P (u).
Proof. See the Appendix.
Proof. Notice that P (u) ⊆ D(u). By Theorem 5.1, D(u) is at most countable, hence we know P (u) is at most countable.
Suppose that α ∈ (0, 1). Then the following statements are true.
(iii) α ∈ P (u) if and only if α is a discontinuous point of function u(·).
On the other hand, given x ∈ {u > α}, if u(x) > α, then, clearly, x ∈ lim inf n→∞ [u] βn . If u(x) = α, then there exists an sequence {x m } ⊂ {u > α} such that x = lim m→∞ x m . Hence lim m→∞ u(x m ) = α. With no loss of generality, we can suppose that β 1 = max{β n : n = 1, 2, . . .} and u(x 1 ) = β 1 . Set y n = x m , where m = max{l :
Then y n ∈ [u] βn . It can be checked that lim n→∞ y n = x. From the arbitrariness of x ∈ {u > α}, we thus know
Combined with (5) and (6), we obtain
Since {β n } is an arbitrary sequence satisfying β n → α+, this implies that
Since u is upper semi-continuous, it can be checked that
Thus we know
This is statement (ii).
which means that α is a continuous point of u(·). So we obtain statement (iii).
Suppose that u ∈ F U SCG (R m ) and u = ∅. Then we can check that there exists a unique λ u ∈ (0, 1] such that β ∈ [0, λ u ] if and only if [u] 1) . Then the following statements are true.
is continuous on (0, 1) and P (u) = ∅. Clearly, statements (i), (ii), and (iii) hold.
Suppose
To show statements (i), (ii) and (iii) are true for any α ∈ (0, 1), we divide the remainder proof into three cases.
Case (I) α ∈ (λ u , 1). In this case, [u] α = {u > α} = ∅. This implies that statements (i), (ii), and (iii) hold when α ∈ (λ u , 1), and that P (u) ∩ (λ u , 1) = ∅.
The monotonicity of u(·) yields
By Proposition 2.3, we can prove that
This is statement (ii).
α is a platform point of u, i.e., {u > α} [u] α , which is equivalent to
From statements (i) and (ii), the inequality above holds if and only if α is a discontinuous point of function u(·). Hence statement (iii) holds. Case (III) α = λ u . Note that {u > λ u } = ∅. So statement (i) holds. By Proposition 2.3, we can show statement (ii). Since [u] λu = ∅, we know that λ u ∈ P (u) and λ u is a discontinuous point of u(·). This means that statement (iii) is true when α = λ u .
Remark 5.1. From the proof of Theorem 5.4, we know that if u ∈ F U SCG (R m )\ ∅, then λ u ∈ (0, 1) if and only if λ u ∈ P (u).
Level characterizations of Γ-convergence and endograph metric convergence
Huang and Wu [18] and Fan [12] presented level decomposition properties of Γ-convergence and endograph metric convergence on one-dimensional fuzzy numbers, independently.
Proposition 6.1. (Theorems 2.7 and 2.8 and Remark 2.9 in Huang and Wu [18] ) The following are equivalent statements on fuzzy numbers u n , u in E
→ 0 holds when α ∈ P , where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u). Proposition 6.2. (Theorem 3 and the proof of Lemma 2 in Fan [12] ) Let u n , u, n = 1, 2, . . ., be fuzzy numbers in E 1 . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
We [18] in fact proved the following statement A (see the proofs of Theorems 2.7 and 2.8, and Remark 2.9 in [18] ). Since it is pointed out the fact that
α holds when α ∈ P , where P is a dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u).
α holds when α ∈ P , where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u).
Proposition 6.1 and statement A are in the setting of E 1 nc , Proposition 6.2 is in the setting of E 1 . Trutschnig [38] have proven an important fact that P (u) is countable when u ∈ E m nc . Using this fact and proceeding according to [18] , it then follows that statement A still hold in the setting of E It is natural to consider whether these level characterizations still hold on general fuzzy sets whose α-cuts do not have assumptions of normality, convexity, star-shapedness, or even connectedness. In Subsection 6.1, we give level characterizations of the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). Based on these conclusions and the results in Section 4, we obtain level characterizations of the endograph metric convergence on F U SCG (R m ). In Subsection 6.2, by using these level characterizations, we consider the relationships among d p metric, endograph metric, and Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ).
6.1. Level characterizations of Γ-convergence and endograph metric convergence Proposition 6.3. [36] Suppose that u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in
Remark 6.2. Rojas-Medar and Román-Flores (Proposition 3.5 in [36] ) presented the statement in Proposition 6.3 when u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in E m . It can be checked that this conclusion also holds when u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ).
Theorem 6.1. Suppose that u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ).
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 6.3.
The following theorem shows that the level decomposition properties of Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). Its proof is a modification of the proof of Theorem 2.7 in [18] . Theorem 6.2. Suppose that u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ). Then the following statements are equivalent.
α holds when α ∈ P , where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u). From Theorem 5.2, we know P (u) is at most countable. Thus statement (iii) implies statement (ii).
Suppose that statement (ii) holds. Denote the set {α ∈ (0, 1] :
lim sup
If α = 1, we can find a sequence {γ i } ⊂ C(u), γ i → 1−, and then lim sup
Combined with (8), (9) and (10), we can see that (7) holds for all α ∈ (0, 1]. Thus, by Proposition 6.3, u n Γ −→ u. So statement (ii) implies statement (i). In a similar manner, we can show that statements (i), (iv) and (v) are equivalent to each other. Theorem 6.3. Suppose that u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SC (R m ). Then the following two statements are equivalent.
Proof. The desired conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 6.2.
Theorem 6.4. Suppose that u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SCG (R m ). Then the following statements are equivalent.
→ 0 holds when α ∈ P , where P is a dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u).
→ 0 holds when α ∈ P , where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u). Thus we know that (i) is equivalent to (iii). In a similar manner, we can show that (i) is equivalent to (ii), (iv) or (v).
An application of the level characterizations-relationships among
We consider relationships among d p , H end and Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). The results are summarized at the end of this subsection.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Remark 6.3. Conclusion in Theorem 6.5 has already been shown in the setting of E 1 nc , the set of one-dimensional noncompact fuzzy numbers, in [12, 18] .
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 4.3 and 6.5.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [18] . 
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Let {u (1) n } be a subsequence of {u n } such that H end (u (1) n , u) ≥ ε, where ε is a positive number. Since d p (u (1) n , u) → 0, then from Lemma 6.1, there exists a subsequence {u (2) n } of {u
Remark 6.5. Fan (Remark 2 in [12] ) claimed that the conclusion of Theorem 6.6 holds in the setting of E 1 .
Example 6.1. Set u, u n ∈ E 1 nc , n = 1, 2, . . ., as follows:
Then H end (u n , u) → 0 whereas d p (u n , u) → 0.
Remark 6.6. The results in this section can imply some results in previous work. For instance, see Remark 9.5.
From Theorems 4.2 and 6.6, Examples 4.1 and 6.1, and Corollary 6.1, we know the following fact.
Let u, u n in F U SC (R m ), n = 1, 2, . . .. Then u n dp
where P Q means that P implies Q however Q can not imply P .
Properties of (F
In this section, we give characterizations of relative compactness, total boundedness and compactness in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). It is found that a set is relatively compact if and only if it is totally bounded in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). This fact yields that (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) is a complete space. At the end of this section, we discuss the connections between the characterizations presented in this section and the relationships of endograph metric convergence and Γ-convergence found in Section 4.
Proof. Necessity. Note that a relatively compact set is a totally bounded set. By proceeding according to the necessity part of Theorem 7.3, we can prove that U (α) is a bounded set in R m when α ∈ (0, 1]. Sufficiency. Suppose that, for each α ∈ (0, 1], U (α) is a bounded set in R m . Let {u n } be an arbitrarily chosen sequence in U . To show that U is a relatively compact set, we only need to prove that {u n } has a subsequence {v n } which converges to v in F U SCG (R m ), i.e., H end (v n , v) → 0. The proof is split into two steps.
Step 1. Construct {v n } and find v. First we affirm the following statement.
Given a sequence {w n : n = 1, 2, . . .} in U and α ∈ (0, 1]. Then the corresponding sequence {[w n ] α : n = 1, 2, . . .} has a convergent subsequence in (K(R m ) ∪ {∅}, H).
In fact, if there exists an
. .} has a convergent subsequence in (K(R m ), H). Now, arrange all rational numbers in (0, 1] into a sequence q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q n , . . .. Then {u n } has a subsequence {u
n } have been chosen, then we can choose a subsequence {u
Thus we obtain {u q k , k = 1, 2, . . .} which has the following properties:
. ., by Theorem 4.1, we get property (a). From the definition of {u q k }, we know that property (b) holds.
Put v n = {u
n } for n = 1, 2, . . .. Then {v n } is a subsequence of {u n } and
for k = 1, 2, . . .. Define {v α : α ∈ (0, 1]} as follows:
Then {v α : α ∈ (0, 1]} has the following properties:
In fact, from property (b) of {u q k }, we obtain property (i). Property (ii) can be deduced from the definition of {v α }.
Then v is a fuzzy set on R m . From properties (i), (ii) of {v α } and Theorem 3.3, we know that
Step 2. Prove that H end (v n , v) → 0 as n → ∞.
, we know that α ∈ (0, λ u ) and that, by
Thus, given ε > 0, we can find a δ > 0 such that H(u q , v α ) < ε for all q ∈ Q with |q − α| < δ. So
Hence, by eq. (11) and the arbitrariness of ε, we obtain
On the other hand,
Combined with (13) and (14), we thus obtain (12).
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 7.1. Proof. Necessity. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose that U is a totally bounded set in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). If there exists an α ∈ (0, 1] such that U (α) is not a bounded set in R m , then we can find a sequence {u n } in U . It satisfies that [u 1 ] α = ∅ and
where
and therefore, by (15) ,
This contradicts the assumption that {w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k } is a α/2-net of U . Sufficiency. Suppose that U (α) is a bounded set in R m for each α ∈ (0, 1]. Then, by Theorem 7.1, we know that U is relatively compact, and thus U is totally bounded.
The U is totally bounded if and only if U is relatively compact.
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 7.1 and 7.3.
Proof. The desired result follows from Corollary 7.1.
Remark 7.1. The relationships of endograph metric and Γ-convergence given in Section 4 have deep connections with the characterizations of relative compactness and total boundedness obtained in this section.
In this paper, we first give the relationship of endograph metric and Γ-convergence (Theorem 4.4), then present level characterizations of endograph metric H end of fuzzy sets in F U SCG (R m ) (Theorem 6.4), and then obtain characterizations of relative compactness, compactness and total boundedness of (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) (Theorems 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3). The latter results are proved by using the former results.
Here, we mention that, conversely, by using characterization of relatively compact sets in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) (Theorem 7.1), we can also deduce the relationship of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence (Theorem 4.4) .
For the convenience of reading, we write Theorem 4.4 in the following.
Suppose that u, u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in
Proof. Sufficiency. If H end (u n , u) → 0, then there is an ε > 0 and a subsequence {u n i } such that
From Theorem 7.1, {u n } is a relatively compact set in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). Thus u is an accumulation point of {u n i } with respect to H end , which contradicts (16) .
Necessity. (i) follows from Theorem 4.2.
(ii) follows from the fact {u n } is relatively compact and Theorem 7.1.
Properties of (F
In this section, we point out that (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) is the completion of (F U SCB (R m ), H end ), and give characterizations of totally bounded sets, relatively compact sets and compact sets in (F U SCB (R m ), H end ). Ma [30] use u (α) to denote the fuzzy set u (α) derived by u ∈ F (R m ) which is defined as follows:
Proof. Note that, for any β
Hence we can see that, given α
Proof. From Theorems 7.4 and 8.1, we can obtain the desired result.
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 7.3 and the fact that
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 7.1.
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 7.2. Now, we consider a characterization of relatively compact set U in (F U SCB (R m ), H end ) which do not involve the closure of U in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). Let B r := {x ∈ R m : x ≤ r} and B r be the characteristic function of B r , where r is a positive real number. Given u ∈ F U SCG (R m ). Then u ∨ B r ∈ F U SCG (R m ). Define
It can be checked that, for u ∈ F B (R m ), |u| r = 0 if and
it thus holds that ||u| r − |v| r | ≤ H end (u, v).
is a bounded set in R m , and (ii ) Given {u n : n = 1, 2, . . .} ⊂ U , there exists a r > 0 and a subsequence {v n } of {u n } such that lim n→∞ |v n | r = 0.
Proof. Suppose that U is a relatively compact set which does not satisfy the condition (ii ). Take r = 1. Then there exists ε 1 > 0 and a subsequence {u n } and positive numbers ε 1 , . . . , ε k have been found, then we can find a subsequence {u
is an accumulation point of {v n }. Then from (17) and (18), we know that
. This contradicts the fact that U is a relatively compact set in (F U SCB (R m ), H end ). Suppose that U ⊂ F U SCB (R m ) satisfies the condition (ii ). Given a sequence {u n } in U with lim n→∞ u n = u ∈ F U SCG (R m ). Then, from (17), there exists a r > 0 such that lim n→∞ |u n | r = |u| r = 0.
. Thus, by Theorem 8.4, if U meets the conditions (i) and (ii ), then U is a relatively compact set in (F U SCB (R m ), H end ).
(ii) U satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii ) in Theorem 8.6 and U is closed in (F U SCB (R m ), H end ).
Proof. The desired conclusions follow immediately from Theorem 8.6.
9. Properties and relationship of endograph metric and Γ-convergence on subsets of F U SCG (R m )
Relationship and level characterizations of endograph metric and Γ-
In this subsection, we present level characterizations of the Γ-convergence on F U SCGCON (R m ) based on preceding results. By using these level characterizations and the relationships of endograph metric and Γ-convergence obtained in Section 4, we find that the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence coincide on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅. As a consequence, we give the forms of the level characterizations of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence when restricted to F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅ and common fuzzy sets, respectively. It is found that the level characterizations of the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence given in Section 6 are in some sense the same on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅ and are precisely the same on any common fuzzy sets mentioned in this paper. At last, based on the conclusions of this section, we revisit the results in previous works. Theorem 9.1. Suppose that u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in
and that u = ∅ is a fuzzy set in F U SCG (R m ). Then the following statements are equivalent.
, where P is a dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u).
, where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u). and that u = ∅ is a fuzzy set in
Proof. Suppose that α ∈ (0, 1]. Note that u = ∅. By Theorem 9.1, there exists a β < α such that
Theorem 9.2. Suppose that u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SCGCON (R m ),
and that u = ∅ is a fuzzy set in
Proof. The desired conclusion follows from Corollary 4.1 and Lemma 9.1. Remark 9.1. Theorem 9.2 exhibits a fascinating fact: the Γ-convergence can be induced by the endograph metric on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅. Namely, the Hausdorff metric metrizes the Fell topology on the set of endographs of fuzzy sets in F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅.
Theorem 9.3. Suppose that u n , n = 1, 2, . . ., are fuzzy sets in F U SCGCON (R m ),
→ 0 holds when α ∈ P , where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u).
, where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u).
Proof. The desired results follow from Theorems 6.4, 9.1 and 9.2. 
α holds when α ∈ P , where P is a countable dense subset of (0, 1)\P (u). Remark 9.3. From Theorem 9.4, we know that the Γ-convergence and the endograph metric convergence are equivalent on common fuzzy sets such as fuzzy numbers (compact and noncompact), fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact), and general fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact); that is to say, the Fell topology is precisely the Hausdorff metric topology on the set of endographs of these common fuzzy sets. 
So the level decomposition properties of the Γ-convergence (the three equivalent statements (vi), (vii) and (viii) in Theorem 9.4) can imply some previous results such as Propositions 8, 12, 16 and Theorems 3, 14 in [38] . By using (19) , it can be checked that Theorem 6.5 can deduce Propositions 6 in [38] , and that Theorems 6.5 and 6.6 can imply Theorem 11 in [38] . Remark 9.6. By using Propositions 2.4 and 2.5, we can relook some previous conclusions. For example, Lemma 2.5 in [18] is a known conclusion; Propositions 8 and 12 in [38] are the same; the second conditions of Propositions 8 and 16 in [38] are the same.
9.2. The relationships among subspaces of (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) We discuss the relationships among various subspaces of (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). One of the results is that the fuzzy set spaces of noncompact type are exactly the completions of their compact counterparts under the endograph metric. All the results obtained in this subsection are summarized in Figure 1 .
Proof. We only need to show that each limit point of S m nc belongs to itself. Let {u n } be a sequence in S m nc with lim u n = u ∈ F U SCG (R m ). Then by 
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 7.4, 9.5 and 9.6. Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 9.7, 9.8, 9.9.
Theorem 9.11. S m is a closed set in ( S m , H end ).
Proof. The desired conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 9.8. Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 9.12.
Theorem 9.14. E m is dense in (E m nc , H end ).
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorems 9.10, 9.12 and 9.14.
We summarize the conclusions on the relationships among various subspaces of the complete space (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) in Fig. 1 . 9.3. Characterizations of compactness, relative compactness and total boundedness in subspaces of (
In this subsection, based on the conclusions in Sections 7, 8 and Subsection 9.2, we give characterizations of relatively compact sets, totally bounded sets, and compact sets in subspaces of (F U SCGCON (R m ), H end ). 
Proof. We only prove the desired results when U be a subset of S m nc . The the rest of situations can be proved in a similar manner.
Since ( S m nc , H end ) is a complete space, we know that U is a relatively compact set if and only if U is a totally bounded set in ( S 
Proof. The desired result follows immediately from Theorem 9.16. Theorem 9.18. Let U be a subset of S m (S m , E m ). Then the following statements are equivalent.
Proof. The desired results follow from the fact that
) and Theorem 9.16.
Proof. The desired conclusions follow immediately from Theorem 9.16. Proof. From Theorem 9.16, we can obtain the desired results.
Theorem 9.21. Let U be a subset of S m (S m , E m ). Then U is a relatively compact set in ( S m , H end ) ((S m , H end ), (E m , H end )) if and only if (i) For each α ∈ (0, 1], U α is a bounded set in (K S (R m ), H) ((K S (R m ), H), (K C (R m ), H)), and (ii ) Given {u n : n = 1, 2, . . .} ⊂ U , there exists a r > 0 and a subsequence {v n } of {u n } such that lim n→∞ |v n | r = 0. , H)), (ii ) Given {u n : n = 1, 2, . . .} ⊂ U , there exists a r > 0 and a subsequence {v n } of {u n } such that lim n→∞ |v n | r = 0, and (iii) U is a closed set in ( S m , H end ) ((S m , H end ), (E m , H end )).
Proof. The desired conclusions follow immediately from Theorem 9.21.
Conclusions
The first theme of this paper is the relationships of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence. In general, the endograph metric convergence is stronger than the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ). We show that an endograph metric convergent sequence in F U SCG (R m ) is exactly a Γ-convergent sequence in F U SCG (R m ) satisfying the condition that the union of α-cuts of all its elements is a bounded set in R m when α > 0 (Section 4). Moreover, we find that the endograph metric metrizes the Γ-convergence on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅, which includes common fuzzy sets such as fuzzy numbers (compact and noncompact), fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact), and general fuzzy star-shaped numbers (compact and noncompact). This means that the Hausdorff metric metrizes the Fell topology on the endographs of these fuzzy sets (Subsection 9.1). We also discuss the relationships among the d p metric, the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence (Subsection 6.2). The second theme is the level characterizations of the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence. This theme involves the level characterizations of fuzzy set itself, which is discussed in Section 5. Based on this, we show that the endograph metric convergence and the Γ-convergence have level decomposition properties. Namely, the endograph metric convergence on F U SCG (R m ) can be broken down to the Hausdorff metric convergence on some of the corresponding α-cuts, and the Γ-convergence on F U SC (R m ) can be broken down to the Fell topology convergence (Kuratowski convergence) on some of the corresponding α-cuts (Subsection 6.1). We also give the forms of these level characterizations when restricted on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅ and common fuzzy sets, respectively (Subsection 9.1).
The third theme is characterizations of relative compactness, total boundedness, and compactness in subspaces of (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) and the relationships among these spaces. We clarify the relationships among various subspaces of (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) including several general fuzzy set spaces and all common fuzzy set spaces mentioned here. One of the conclusions is that the fuzzy set spaces of noncompact type are exactly the completions of their compact counterparts under the endograph metric. All conclusions on the relationships are summarized in a figure (Subsection 9.2). We give characterizations of relative compactness, total boundedness, and compactness in all these fuzzy set spaces (Sections 7 and 8 and Subsection 9.3). A basic conclusion is that a set in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ) is relatively compact if and only if it is totally bounded if and only if the union of α-cuts of all its elements is a bounded set in R m when α > 0. Each theme is closely related to the other two. The discussions of these three themes are carried out alternately. We first give the relationship of endograph metric convergence and Γ-convergence on F U SCG (R m ). From this result and the level decomposition property of Γ-convergence, we obtain the level decomposition property of endograph metric. Alternately, by using these level decomposition properties, we find the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence are coincide on F U SCGCON (R m )\ ∅. This is a further understanding of the relationships between these two convergence structures.
Using the level decomposition property of endograph metric, we present characterizations of relative compactness, total boundedness, and compactness in (F U SCG (R m ), H end ). Conversely, from these characterizations, we can also deduce the relationship of the endograph metric and the Γ-convergence on F U SCG (R m ) (See Remark 7.1 for details). The results in this paper can be used to theoretical research and real world applications of fuzzy set such as the approximations of fuzzy sets, the solutions of fuzzy differential equations, the analysis and design of fuzzy systems, and so on. Combined with (A.5) and (A.6), it then follows from the arbitrariness of x ∈ {u > α} ∩ B(q, r) that lim β→α+ S u,q,r (e, β) < S u,q,r (e, α)
when r ∈ [ y − q , y − q + δ). This implies that there exists r ∈ Q such that α ∈ D u,q,r,e ⊂ D u,q,r . Now we know D(u) ⊆ q∈Q m ,r∈Q D u,q,r .
It then follows from Lemma Appendix A.1 that D(u) is at most countable.
